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Jean-Bertrand Aristide receives
Bellarmine Medal of Honor
JoAnn Gometz
News Editor
"We will welcome students
who will go to Haiti; who will
help according to their choice.
We are always very happy to
welcome people who wish to
come. We will welcome students
from this university," said former
Haitian President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide during a press conference preceding Monday night's
lecture.
Aristide, who arrived at the
Regina A. Quick Center for the
Arts accompanied by personal
bodyguards, members of the Secret Service, and Fairfield University Security officers, spoke

to the press briefly before taking
the stage, where the Fairfield
University Glee Club sang an
invocation.
Michael Reardon, Fairfield
University Student Association
president, welcomed Aristide,
and said that he hoped the visit
would "strengthen our commitment to those people who work
for justice."
Fairfield University President, the Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley,
S. J., then expanded on Reardon' s
brief history of Aristide's time
in office, stressing that Aristide
"exhorted the youth of Haiti to
speak."

fr

Continued on page 4

Minimal effort for Beach Cleanup
Jennifer Panaro
Editor-in-chief

s

This past Sunday, SBRA
(Student Beach Resident Association), along with FUSA
(Fairfield University Student
Government), organized a
"Beach Clean-up" beginning at
1:00 p.m. at Lantern Point. The
clean-up covered the area from
the point down to the big house
and was an attempt by students
to clear rubbish, bottles and cigarettes from the beach vicinity.
Kate Mclntyre, SBRA President, Chris Rhode, vice president for of Student Activities,
and Karen Kenny, correlated the

event. Buses began at noon running from campus to the beach
until 3 p.m. "I was disappointed
with the turn-out of beach resi-

the event along with a dozen or so
students from campus, and two
town residents. Vince Biondi,
along with his wife Kathy Siano

"I was disappointed with
the turn-out of beach residents," Mclntyre said.
dents," said Mclntyre. "By having this beach clean-up, we were
attempting to bring together the
students and the community."
On Sunday, about 30 student
beach residents showed up for

This
Week's
Top
Stories

were the town residents who
came to offer their services. The
event was catered by Mikes Pizza
which was paid for by FUSA.
"Unfortunately, beach residents once again looked apa-

thetic like the town describes us
to be," said Mclntyre. In lieu of
the fact that town/student relations have not been great in the
past month, Mclntyre along with
Rhode and Kenny were trying to
do something that town residents
would appreciate.
"Even if half of the people
came out from each house it
would have been a great effort
and showing by the students,"
said Nicole Barrett, a senior
beach resident.
Kenny is planning on running
a second beach clean-up in the
spring at Penfield Pavilion in
hopes that more students will
turn out for the event.

Dole visits campus
Kristen Sullivan
Assistant News Editor
"What a joy to be on the campus of Fairfield University," said
Elizabeth Dole, President of the
American Red Cross and wife of
Republican Presidential elect,
Bob Dole. Mrs. Dole addressed
students, faculty and the public
in the Kelley Theater at the Quick
Center on Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Dole's stop in Fairfield
was part of a campaign tour to
promote her husband in the upcoming elections. The stop in
Fairfield was one of the seven in
Connecticut as Mrs. Dole

wrapped up her campaigning
efforts in the state, after Sunday
night's Presidential debates,
which were held in Hartford.
The Kelley Theater was transformed into a Republican rally,
since pom poms, flags, and various forms of Dole/Kemp signs
were placed on every seat in the
theater. The stage was adorned
with red, white, and blue balloons as well as Dole/Kemp '96
banners.
Jack McCarthy, Chairman of
the Fairfield Republican Town
Committee introduced invoca-
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Campus Beat
JoAnn Gometz
News Editor
On Thurs., Oct. 3, at 2:07 p.m., there was a motor vehicle versus bicycle
accident near the rear of Prep. There were no injuries.
On Fri., Oct. 4, at 3:32 a.m., there was an assault in Kostka Hall. Both the
male and female involved sustained minor injuries. The case is being referred
to Judicial.
Also, at 6:57 p.m., there was a motorcycle versus auto accident on the west
side of Birkman Hall. There were no injuries.
Also, at 10:30 p.m., there was a case of narcotics possession by a Prep
student. The case has been referred to Prep.
On Sat., Oct. 5, at 8:51p.m., there was an unwanted guest at the Quick Center.
After breaking into a car an trying to re-enter the Quick Center, the individual
was arrested by the Fairfield Police Department for theft, trespass, and disorderly conduct.
On Sun., Oct. 6, at midnight, a student was transported to St. Vincent's
Hospital by ambulance, after arriving at the Security checkpoint in a severe
state of intoxication.
Also, at 1:07 a.m., Security responded to a dispute between a male nonstudent and a female student in the Quad. Fairfield police were called, and the
male was issued a criminal trespass warning and escorted off campus.
Also, at 2:19 a.m., there was a suspicious person reported in the Quad. He was
identified as the guest of a student on campus, but when he was ordered off
campus, he tried to run over a Security officer. Security is following up on this
case with the Fairfield Police Department, as the individual is wanted by that
Department. The Security officer is fine.
Also, at 1:49 p.m., there was a two car accident by Loyola Hall. There were
no injuries.

Campus Crier
Thurs.,Oct. 10,from 12:30 to5:30p.m. there isaBlood Drive in the Campus
Center Oak Room.

Fri., Oct. 11, there are NO CLASSES for undergraduates.
Sat. and Sun., Oct. 12 and 13, the Appalachian Festival will be held in the
Campus Center Oak Room.

Mon., Oct. 14, is Columbus Day, a University Holiday. There
are no classes.
Mon., Oct. 14, Midnight Madness begins at 10:30 p.m. in Alumni Hall.
Wed., Oct. 16, at 7 p.m., the Security Rape Prevention class will be held in
the Oak Room.
Volunteers are still needed to assist with Parents' Weekend. Call Sue Olsen
at 254-4004 to sign up.

Classifieds
Help Wanted immediately. Part-time, flexible hours. Fine jewelry store.
Casual atmosphere and good salary. Call Silver Ribbon 226-9320.
Pizza Hut of Fairfield and Bridgeport are looking for high energy, team
oriented people to join us. We are currently seeking waiter/waitresses, drivers,
hosts/hostesses/cashiers, cooks and dishwashers. Please call 335-6900 (Fairfield)
or 365-0100 (Bridgeport) or apply in person. Fairfield, 303 Tunxis Hill, Bridgeport, 4171 North Main Street.
Child care needed in my Fairfield home for 2 pre-schoolers (children
of FU alumni). One day per week during school year, 3 days per week over
summer (school breaks if possible). Please call 256-8215.

...to Strawberry Dacquiri's...to tailgating at the TH's...to Spanky's Driving
School...to finding your keys...to HS and
having senioritis...to Taggin...to Inky,
Inky, oyy...to being wet and feeling
funny...to chicks...to 3 and out...to the
shocker from DeJocker...to the virgin
FUSA god from Ohio...to adding to the
collection...to JR and MM and their
destiny...to 4/5 of the best looking house
on the Beach...to pictures of people pooping #10...to friends who come in third in
keg races...to friends who forgive you for
dissing them twice.. .to fellow R. A.' s who
bring you a pumpkin...to best friends
from home coming up to visit...to Dave
Matthews Band., .to my awesome roomie
E.P. happy 20th...to a way cool roommate who does handstands near the RA' s
at midnight...to surprise harmonicas...to
the pre-test beatch...to softball in the
fall...to Glenn...to the true winners and
true drinkers at the keg races...to the
Girls Dup going out in style at the keg
races...to new friends...to being shafted
at the Beirut Tournament-it's our
money...to standing on a chair for two
hours straight...to thinking we're part of
the Grape staff...to being best-dressed at
the keg races...to everyone that participated at the Beach Clean-Up...to cupcakes and ice cream late at night when
you're stressing...to the bitter bus-1 got
shotgun...to going home...to understanding the difference between my Fairfield
life and my home life...to Melissa for
hitting on guys smashed...to those who
stay right going through a doorway...to
the Yankees winning the pennant...to not
having physics lab last week...to the Dave
Matthews concert Friday-it was awesome, I love you Dave! ...to forgetting the
past because of him...to our fabulous
new room...to Tom Cruise- just for the
hell of it...to not having to ride the Dolan
bus...to the Lacrosse team - good luck
this weekend... to random guys stopping
by because of the Dave concert...to having an illegal appliance and getting away
with it...to stealing bowls from the
cafeteria...to the awesome Loyola 1
RA's...to Columbus Day- a long-awaited
vacation...to finally getting a piece of
real mail...to Excuse me, your balls are
showing-Bumblebee Tuna...to "Tommy
Girl"...to brotherhood...to "spank you
very much"...to the house that everyone
hates but I love... to walking in the rain...

...to the Sunoco station at 9 a.m....to
making your housemate cry... to missing
the Jogues 3 RA...to people "who aren't
snobs, just better than everyone else"...to
Grumpy Rezza...to guys who wouldn't
let girls play baseball...to the Big Mac...to
the SBRA prey...to the bruise on my
cheek...to falling off my bike...to girls
that don't finish the job...to details...to
juniors that have senioritis...to married
couples that dine at the Splash with their
parents...to Larkin bartenders that don't
hook you up...to jumping in our
graves...to cold houses...to the lightweights at Shangrila...to regurgitating
Domino's Pizza...to being repulsed...to
rats in the walls...to having physics lab
Thursday afternoon...to not being able to
read his mind.. .tonothaving:tQwait,iintil
hell freezes over to get connected to the
network...to no parking spaces for
Loyola., .to feeling icky all week long...to
being able to eat at Sodexho-but hating
the food...to too many freshmen on
campus...to special treatment for the
freshman football players...to still being
a bio ma^jor-j^ye^.jftgr^fr^jhjn^n
biology...to working random bo,urs„ in
the mornings...to Ecology being a required class...to those who don't stay to
the right going through a doorway...to
the rugby girls captains for initiating so
cruelly...to visitors-stay home...to
misdemeanors...to CBS thinking they
own campus...to stalkers;or should I say
maniacs.:4o.the. taxi-driver ^rkJ'waijfed
my phone number...to the guitar player
in Grand Central who wouldn't sing
Happy Birthday...to the man who thought
we were 12...to randoms in the
hallway...to "You don't understand-I
want to go to Connecticuticuticut"...to
best friends from Fordham who come to
visit and hook-up (when we can't)...to
having a crappy time at the bejichafter
Larkins...to residents who rip down your
bulletin boards...to guys who tell their
friends they're going out with.you when
they really don't have a; shot in hell...to
guys hooking up when they have a sei>
ous girlfriend; and the; girf knows th£
girlfriend...to friends who have tb work
at the Levee on a Saturday night... tq
walking in torrential downpours... to
skunks and smellyhousemates... tbdeadlines... to press not getting first choice...
to rained out games... to Yankee fans,., to
Red Sox fans who booed Yankeefans...

The Mirror will be out next
week. Cheers & Boos are
due by Monday morning!
Have a good weekend!

News
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Flynn retires, Spiegel
named acting Dean
of Admissions
PR
Dr. Robert Wall, academic
vice president, made the following announcement today:
"Dean Flynn retired from his
position as Dean of Admissions
on October 4, 1996 to work on
other projects. Alumni Relations Director Mary Spiegel has
been appointed as acting Dean
of Admissions. Dean Flynn still
can be reached through the Admissions Office. We want to
thank him for his distinguished
service to this University over
the past 19 years. We wish him
success in his current and future endeavors."
In appointing Mary Spiegel
acting dean, Dr. Wall noted, "I
am aware of the fine job Mary
has done in Alumni Relations
and the tremendous respect she
enjoys on this campus. I have
every confidence in the leadership she will bring to this new
and challenging position."
Mary Spiegel graduated cum
laude from Fairfield in 1983
with a music major. She served
as general manager of the
Greater Bridgeport Symphony
and then as director of develop'merit'at the'Caramoor Center
for Music and the Arts in

Katonah, N.Y., before joining
Fairfield as associate director
of Alumni Relations in 1988.
She was named director in
1989.
During her tenure as director, she has overseen a multifaceted program which serves
some 30,000 alumni, including a Fairfield Awards Dinner
which has raised $1.1 million
for multicultural scholarships.
With Associate Director Janet
Canepa, she organized many
of the events that marked the
25th anniversary of women
being admitted to Fairfield as
full-time students.
In making the announcement, Dr. Wall said that
Stephen Cloniger of George
Dehne Associates will be
working closely with Mary to
continue implementing the
marketing strategy developed
by the University.
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Fairfield receives honor
from college guides
Heather Wade
Staff Writer
For the past five years, US
News and World Report magazine has rated Fairfield University as one of the top three universities in the Northern region.
This year, Fairfield has also
been recognized by several
other college guides, which
have rated Fairfield among the
best.
Fairfield has achieved these
honors from guidebooks which
include Princeton Review's
edition of The Best 310 Colleges, The Peterson Guide of
Competitive Colleges, and The
Fiske Guide to Colleges. All of
these guides added Fairfield to
their rosters of outstanding
schools. The Fiske Guide to
Colleges referred to Fairfield
as "giving Boston College and

Holy Cross a run for their
money as the Northeast's premier Jesuit school."
Fairfield's reputation has
grown so much in the last few
years that it is not only being
recognized as one of the best
schools in the North, but it is
now being ranked with the most
prestigious schools in the country.
Jim Fitzpatrick, assistant
dean of students and Fairfield
alumnus said, "I'm proud of all
that Fairfield has accomplished
in the last few years. I believe
it's just the tip of the iceberg."
In this year's edition of
"America's Best Colleges,
published by US News and
World Report, Fairfield was
ranked as the third best regional
university in the North. Each
college was grouped by size
and other subclassifications

such as national universities, national liberal arts colleges, regional colleges, regional liberal
arts colleges, and specialized
schools. In addition, some categories were further subdivided
by region. In order to put the
significance of these rankings
into perspective, Yale was the
only Connecticut school, except
for Fairfield, that was ranked in
the top ten of its category.
Fairfield University is being
recognized by some of the
nation's most exclusive college
guides. This acknowledgment of
Fairfield' s exceptional academic
quality should increase the general public's awareness of the
school and accelerate the growth
of its excellent reputation. As
Fitzpatrick said, "It's very exciting for people on campus to see
where we're going. I think that
the best is yet to come."

Midnight Madness II set
for Monday night

Editor's Note:
Messages were left in Admissions for Dean Flynn. At
press time, we had not heard
from him.
Biographies on
Flynn and Spiegel were not
ready at press time.

Write for news! Call
x2533 ask for JoAnn.

Vienna:
An ancient city with
modern importance.
Vienna is an elegant city in the center of Europe. Its
baroque architecture, cultural importance and proximity
to all Europe has to offer make it an ideal place to study
the politics and cultures of Central Europe. Our European
Studies program in Vienna offers classes in music, history,
political science, business, psychology and even ecology.
All our courses are taught in English with one German
language class. You'll participate in an extensive fieldstudy trip to places such as Zurich, Berlin, Brussels,
Budapest and Dresden. Speak to your study abroad advisor
about Beaver College programs or call for a free catalog
today.

Study Abroad with Beaver College
1.888.BEAVER-9 • 1.888.232.8379
cea@beaver.edu
http://www.beaver.edu/cea/

JoAnn Gometz
News Editor
Monday night will see the return of Midnight Madness to Alumni Hall. Dubbed "Midnight Madness
II: Pandemonium in Alumni Hall," this year's event seeks to reignite the Stagmania that characterized
the end of last year's basketball season.
To the uninitiated, Midnight Madness could seem like an extreme way to start the basketball season.
To the Fairfield fans, though, it could mark the beginning of a successful championship run for both
the men's and women's teams. At midnight, Tuesday, Oct. 15, the teams may legally begin their
practices. And so they shall.
According to co-organizer and Fairfield University Student Association Vice President for
Government Operations Matt Pitucco, this year's Madness should capitalize on the fan support given
the teams at the end of last season. "We're bringing back some traditions begun last year, and we've
got some new things lined up too. There are some great special effects planned," he said.
The program, which begins at 10:30 p.m. with performances by the Glee Club and the dance team,
Degrees of Motion, will include 3-on-3 and shooting contests, and a mascot basketball game. In
addition, Marc Robbins, from Channel 12, will provide a recap of last year's achievements, and the
Stags' MAAC and NIT Tournament banners will be raised to the rafters.
At 11:55, the lights will go down in Alumni Hall, and the real show, complete with effects, will
begin. Ten seconds before midnight, the countdown begins. At midnight, the teams will take the court
and perform drills. Women's coach Dianne Nolan and men's coach Paul Cormier will introduce the
teams and preview the season. The entire evening should conclude at about 12:40 a.m., Tuesday.

SG

^—r^ .«a-.l to kpmg@yoyo.com.
^3E> emn site Game.
for twC.
^K «E t P to the Caribbean for tw

The Global Leader51

n«»n
site
►-Your one-of-a-kind source for everything you'll need to know.
Watch for our In-Sites at www.kpmgcampus.com
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Aristide cont'd, from
Dr. Hadjimichael
appointed Dean of BEI pagel
Kristen Sullivan
Assistant News Editor
Dr. Evangelos Hadjmichael, acting
dean of the BEI School of Engineering
and former Physics Department Chair,
has been appointed Dean of BEI. Reverend Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J., University
President named Hadjmichael to the position as the successor to retired BEI
dean William Krommel.
Hadjmichael has been with the University for 29 years. He was assistant
professor for physics from 1967 to 1974.
He received tenure in 1972 and was
named a full professor in 1974. From
1976 to 1977, Hadjmichael served as the
acting Mathematics chair and from 1985
to 1995, he was the Physics chair.
Since his appointment as dean of BEI,
Hadjmichael has not experienced any
major changes because he has been acting dean for 14 months. Hadjmichael's
plans for the BEI School of Engineering
include "expanding our mission to include graduate programs and help manufacturers and enterprises. I have a long
term vision which calls for maintaining a
robust undergraduate education in engineering," Hadjmichael said.
The BEI School of Engineering, which
became an independent school in 1924,
offers degrees in manufacturing engineering, mechanical engineering, computer and information systems engineering and electrical engineering. An associates degree in engineering and advanced

certificates in information systems technology are also awarded.
Prior to his association with the University, Hadjmichael was an assistant
professor at California Polytechnic Institute and a research associate at Yale
University. In 1960, Hadjmichael graduated, cum laude, from the City College of
the City University of New York with a
bachelor of science degree in physics. A
member of Phi Beta Kappa, he earned a
doctorate in theoretical nuclear physics
in 1965 from the University of California
at Berkeley.
He has authored articles on physics
for publication in European and American journals. In 1985, he authored Volume 3 of the International Review of
Nuclear Physics and in 1984, he was the
co-editor of "Solitons in Nuclear and
Particle Physics" which was published
by World Scientific Publishing.
Hadjmichael has also served as the
president of the American Physical Society/New England Section and as a member of the New York Academy of Sciences and American Association for the
Advancement of Science. Since 1971,
his research has continuously been supported by National Science Foundation
grants. The Keck Foundation awarded
him a $200,000 grant in 1989 for the
enhancement of instrumentation in the
Advanced Optics, Digital and Optical
Spectroscopy Laboratories at the Bannow
Science Center.

Elizabeth Dole visit
cont'd, from page 1
tion speaker, Father Charles Allen, S.J.
Executive Assistant to the President, who
in his prayer referenced Abraham
Lincoln "s 1860 Presidential campaign
through Hartford.
Connecticut Governor, John Rowland
was introduced by McCarthy, who
praised Rowland's efforts as governor
of Connecticut. Rowland spoke briefly
on the previous evening's debate: "last
night was an incredible evening" and
commended Bob and Mrs. Dole on their
campaigning efforts.
Rowland went on to introduce Mrs.
Dole as "a woman who has been one of
the most outstanding public servers that
we've ever seen in our nation. She's
someone who is truly a caring, compassionate human being whom we all look
up to with respect."
Throughout her speech, Mrs. Dole
moved around the aisles to interact with
the crowd. She announced that the
election "is about the vision and value
that will shape America as we go into the
next century. This is a defining moment
in our nation's history."
Mrs. Dole insisted that Americans
need Bob Dole as President because he
is ready to enact changes. "We need
fundamental changes to ensure that our
best days are yet to come. Bob Dole will
preserve, strengthen, and protect our
safety net...he doesn't make promises
that he doesn't keep," Mrs. Dole said.
Mrs. Dole addressed the issues of the
budget and tax cuts, saying that under

the Dole/Kemp administration "a 15%
across the board tax cut for every family
in America and a $500 per child tax
credit" will be in effect. She added that
interest rates will drop 2% and the
budget will be balanced. She noted that
21 states balanced their budgets last year
to prove that it is possible to accomplish
such a task.
Judy Childen, an economics professor at Stanford and an economist under
the Dole/Kemp campaign spoke on behalf of the presidential elect's economic
policies. Childen said that the "economic agenda of Dole/Kemp will put
this nation back on the right track."
Childen said that the economic policies
are further developed in Dole and Kemp' s
new book, entitled, Trusting the People
The Dole/Kemp Plan to Free the
Economy and Create a Better America.
On the issue of drugs, Mrs. Dole said
that her husband has been speaking with
movie producers to limit the amount
drugs and crime in films. She said,
"Kids replicate what they see in movies.
It's not censorship. It's a call to responsible citizenship. We've got to hod
people accountable. We need to speak
up and make a difference. Say 'just
don't do it'."
To honor Mrs. Dole on her visit to
Fairfield, Fairfield Selectman, Paul
Audley gave Mrs. Dole the key to the
city and a souvenir throw rug, which
commemorates the highlights of her visit
to Fairfield.

As something of a surprise, Kelley presented Aristide with the Bellarmine Medal
of Honor, which "recognizes educators in
the highest sense." Aristide is only the
sixth recipient of the Medal in 17 years. In
part, Kelley presented the Medal "in recognition of great courage."
In accepting the honor of the Bellarmine
Medal, Aristide thanked the University
community for inviting him, giving him a
warm welcome, and a "wonderful surprise." He said that he only learned that he
would receive the Medal a couple of hours
before the presentation.
"I receive this on behalf of the Haitian
people and the poor of the world; and I
pledge to be faithful to them," Aristide
said.
In his address, Aristide spoke of humanity, in the context of Haiti and her
people. He spoke of their cleverness and
wisdom, their problems, and their outlook
on solutions.
To demonstrate, he told a story about
the leaders of the coup d'etat that deposed
him in 1991, who told the people to stop
talking about Aristide; that he would not
return. They used the analogy of an egg
coming from a chicken, but never going
back. When Aristide returned to power in
1994, supporters drew giant pictures of
chickens, with fingers pushing eggs back
into them.
He shared statistics with the audience,
from Haiti's 85 percent illiteracy rate, to
the one soldier for every 5,000 Haitians,
and the one point five doctors for every
10,000 Haitians.
Aristide also said that we must "understand the importance of being a citizen of
the world." To illustrate, he mentioned the
240 million people world-wide that live in
utter poverty, and the 1.6 billion people in
countries with stagnating economies. He
also said that the world's 358 billionaires
wealth combined, is greater than that of 45

percent of the world's poor.
"I asked her, 'Florence, is the swimming pool large or small?' She said, 'It's
beautiful.' I asked her, 'Do you like Coke
or rum better?' She said, 'Juice.'," Aristide
said, relating his experience with one of
the children from La Fanmi Selavi, the
shelter for street children which he helped
to found. He used the four year-old's
comments to explain his idea that there is
always a third way in a situation that
someone says has only two ways, such as
Haiti' s fight for democracy and economic
stability.
Aristide used many examples from his
work with La Fanmi Selavi and the
Aristide Foundation for Democracy to
illustrate his points about things that are
needed by both Haitians and the poor
throughout thaworld, such as land, water,
seeds, and technical assistance. He also
said that "We should put education second behind justice in our national budget."
In the conclusion of his address,
Aristide said that love and respect are the
necessary components of global changes.
He also asked that the audience, "While
looking for a life of truth, continue to love
each other, and therefore love God."
With a bit of his characteristic humor,
Aristide told the audience to be careful^
when traveling to Haiti. "There is a virus
in Haiti. If you let the virus attack you,
you will get in trouble. The name of the
virus is love. You will fall in love with the
country and the people." Again, he invited the audience to spend time in Haiti,
to learn about it, and to help it.,
Following the lecture, Aristide answered questions from the audience, some
of which were asked in his native Creole,
and met with members of the area's Haitian community.
"In my voice, I wish for you to hear one
people," Aristide said.

The Sandcastle opens at
Jennings Beach
JoAnn Gometz
News Editor
From Wednesday, Oct. 2 to Sunday,
Oct. 6, Fairfield University students gathered with town residents, students from
Sacred Heart, and Sandcastle team members to build an extensive wooden playground across the parking lot from Jennings
Beach, at the southern end of South Benson
Road.
Although some students were there as
part of a service project, many came as a
result of fliers posted throughout town, or

heard of the project through contacts in
town.
The entire structure was built by volunteers, some of whom offered days, others
hours. The project was completed on
schedule at 5 p.m. Sunday, when it was
turned over to the Town of Fairfield.
One Sacred Heart basketball player,
while working in a combined Fairfield/
Sacred Heart gravel spreading group, said,
"Our coach kind of insisted that we volunteer, but I don't really mind. It's for a great
cause. I wish I'd had a playground like this
when I was a kid."
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From the Field...
Davidson discusses sabatical in India
Dr. Ronald M. Davidson
Religious Studies

Editor's Note: Throughout the semester Dr. Davidson will be sending correspondence from India where he is working on a Fulbright grant.

Ad: "Wanted, one good
field man. Sense of humor
mandatory. Low pay, long
hours, difficult living conditions. All the humble pie
you can eat. Fill out the
form and more forms will
be sent to you."
>irl i'o

.

The bull stood crossways in the tiny
lane in Varanasi's older city, close to the
heWtiftHe^l^rn^ge trail. A magnificen^Bfeas)1? ftl ?dy2ibclieme£[nor was seriously comprised by the soiled men's underwear hanging from its mouth, apparently part of the mid-morning meal. I was
very wary. These bulls can be dangerous,
and I had witnessed one catch its horn on
my daughter's jacket in 1988 and carry her
down the lane to a miraculous escape.
While I contemplated my next move,
the bull taunted me:
Bull: "Come on kid, give it your best
shot!"
Davidson: "I just don't know. This
critter looks dangerous. Maybe I'll try
another lane."
I was saved from my anxious ruminations by anaggressive street urchin who
was not about to take any grief from a
bovine with an attitude. He had tea to
deliver, in a wire basket filled with cups of
the hot sweet tea that Indians drink. No
more than fifty pounds soaking wet, the
little street demon strode right up to the
bull and yelled, "Chut! Chut!," in his best
baritone, and with his free left hand, hit the
bull on the rump, driving it on to enjoy its

meal elsewhere. I meekly followed in
their wake. It was not my best Indiana
Jones movement.
I have come to India to do field work
with Indian and Tibetan scholars on a
figure in Indian esoteric Buddhism, a saint
named Virupa. Practices associated with
him and the literature surrounding him
became some of the primary factors assisting a renaissance of Tibetan culture in
the eleventh and twelfth centuries A.D.
The saint was also associated with spe-

be filled out; in quintuplicate. I'm not
kidding.
I
Bureaucracy can be maddening in the
U.S., but here it is widely recognized to be
one of the liabilities arresting India's
chances for success in the world marketplace. Indian intellectuals, the popular
press, the television commentators, almost everyone in India decries the bureaucratic nightmare, but it still grinds on
with the speed and agility of a glacier.
Yesterday, for example, I went to turn

"Many Hindu swamis believe me to be searching for
the meaning of life"
cific sites, so my project includes travel to
some of the sites mentioned in the surviving texts. Based on the project proposal
and my prior research, I was awarded a
Fulbright Senior Research Fellowship to
India. After a difficult series of bureaucratic delays, both in the U.S. and in India,
I finally arrived in New Delhi on Sept. 15.
I quickly moved onto Varanasi, where I
am formally associated with the Central
Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies,
Sarnath. This will be my base of operations as I travel to sites and study Tibetan
archives in Dharamshala, far to the north
of here.
This is my fourth research trip to India,
and I have much hope for the project. I
also have a healthy respect for the craziness of doing field work in a developing
country, particularly one with the population problems, extensive tradition and recent political difficulties of India. India is
also the home of one of the greatest bureaucracies of the world, where more paper is better, and where the forms are filled
out so that other forms can be obtained to

in the forms so that I could fill out some
more forms for my registration at the
Foreigners' Registration Office as a research scholar who is a foreign national.
All of a sudden, Big Snafu. The official
did not recognize the visa category
stamped in my passport: research. None
of his forms have "research" listed as a
visa category. The official wanted me to
be a student, but I pointed out that I had a
research visa. We waited. We talked. We
waited some more. Eventually, we concluded that I could in fact be a research
scholar, and that he could cross out "student" and write in "research" under the
visa category. I'm not done yet. The
forms must all be stamped and entered by
hand in large ledgers, a week's worth of
paperwork still to go.
This brings me to one aspect of field
work. When scholars travel to another
country on field research, they must
grapple with several difficulties, not the
least of which is suspicion. Our American
colleagues who do not go into the field
sometimes question the necessity of do-

ing so, openly musing whether or not this
is just an extended vacation. The political
officials in the field sites frequently suspect us of being C.I.A., and I have been
followed by intelligence agents in several
Asian countries. They only give up in
boredom when they realize that the religious historian is exactly what he claims to
be (yawn). Finally, villagers or religious
representatives at the locales do not understand why someone would come halfway
around the world to study people he dosen' t
know, to whom he is not related, and (in
my case) all of whom are dead. Many
Buddhist monks wish to enlist me in their
several causes, all worthwhile, but not my
assignment. Many Hindu swamis believe
me to be searching for the meaning of life.
In their estimation, I will find it only in the
spiritual East, which is so much more
enlightened than the "decadent" West.
The first rule of field work, then, is that
you're going to be an idiot in everyone's
eyes, so get used to it. In fact, the great
model of going to the field in anthropology
is the "field fool," sort of the three stooges
on the Discovery Channel. The cultural
cues are sometimes to subtle to be understood until much familiarity is accrued,
and even then they are subject to change,
since many of the cues are specific to this
or that place and do not apply elsewhere.
Beyond the issues of cues, non-native
speakers have an imperfect grasp of the
language, so we spend our time unintentionally insulting people or saying just
dumb stuff.
To add a little spice to the brew, the
scriptural descriptions of demons or ghosts
frequently cite physical attributes which I
possess: blue eyes, red hair, white skin,
glazed expression. You can imagine what
it looks like when I show up at a monastary
asking about religious traditions; here
comes a monster who has just beamed up
from the nether world and is butchering
their language while enquiring about their
most sacred values. Anyone who thinks
they're going to get a straight answer on
the first go-around is a real field fool.
Anyway, I have to get back to the field.
I'm going to find that kid with the tea and
make him my guru in my new skill of bull
butt slapping. Chut! Chut!

A Vietnam Experience
Lauren Pandolfelli
Campus Life Editor
We all thought the baby was dead. Her
bare mottled toes dragged against the
ground as her five-year-old sister struggled
to carry her with one hand, and with the
other, beg for money. We all thought the
Vietnamese baby was dead, but we weren't
sure, We turned away before we saw too
much.
I think of that baby often. In fact, her
image is usually the first one to cloud my
mind when someone asks me, "how was
Vietnam?" I cannot reply, "I loved it,"
whena listless little baby haunts my memories. I cannot reply, " I loved it," even
when I am spared of her presence and
remember instead, the fertile waters of the

Mekong delta, the fruit groves and the
floating markets. I spent a mere five days
in Vietnam, as part of my semester abroad,
and yet, when I left that country, I knew it
had changed me. Something in my soul
shifted, and a part of me was left behind, to
barter in the crowded markets, to fuse with
the thick humid air, to beg with that baby.
In place, I took away with me a sense of
shame for not responding to the pleas for
money from little hands and vacant eyes.
In Ho Chi Minh City, adults force the
children to do the begging because they
know that children will draw on the sympathies of tourists. But not this tourist.
Mentors and professors in my program
told me to say "khong," ("no" in Vietnamese) to their advances and walk away.
The rationalization is simple. Many

adults maim children to increase the likelihood of receiving money, since a tourist
will usually give that money to a child
who is malnourished or abused. Thus,
when you give to a child who begs, you
are reinforcing abuse. I have heard stories
of parents who blind their children with
hot coals or break their arms and feet.
Furthermore, when the children do receive money from tourists, sometimes the
adults demand all of the profits. I saw this
happen regularly. Once in particular, a
bus full of American students sat in traffic. Four or five Vietnamese children,
none older than seven, ran up to the bus
and pleaded for food and money. One
student exited the bus and handed out a
bag of Jolly Ranchers he had been carrying with him. The trembling children

crowded around this strange magician,
their eyes full of amazement at the sight of
so much colorful candy. When the bag
was empty, the kids ran no more than 15
feet when their parents stopped them. I
watched as the adults greedily snatched
the candy from those tiny hands. One little
girl refused to part with hers, and she was
slapped repeatedly until she finally covered her face with her arms. The candy fell
out of her hands onto the ground.
So with trepidation, I walked through
the crowded markets of Ho Chi Minh
City. Was it instinct or conditioning that
led me to covet my passport and money?
My friends joked that Vietnam could be
no worse than New York. I have been lost

continued on page 6
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Vietnam, from p.5
in Harlem at midnight. I have
played hopscotch on a hill where
crack is sold. And yet, I have
never been as shocked and
scared as when a hoard of children enveloped me in the Ben
Thanh Market, and I felt what
seemed like a hundred pairs of
hands molesting my body, in
search of money.
I think I was so scared because I was so shocked. Nothing my professors had warned
me about could prepare me for
these events. Maybe a group of
children would not appear to
pose a threat to my physical
well-being, but poverty and hunger make people desperate.
Those children didn't care about
me. If they saw me as anything
but as a means to money, they
regarded me as a rich, gluttonous American. If I would not
give them what I had, then they
believed it was their right to
take it. I began to believe it was
their right, too.
Subsistence poverty is the
prevailing way of life in Vietnam. The $200 a foreigner might
spend for a night's lodging at
Saigon's Floating Hotel represents a year's wages to the average Vietnamese. I met a Vietnamese college student who was
forced to drop out of school
because his family couldn't afford to pay the $150 semester
tuition. He was receiving five
dollars a month on scholarship,
but this was not enough financial assistance. His family's income was only $250 a month.
I'll never forget the passion he
felt for education, nor will I forget the look of utter disbelief
that spread across his face when
I told him how much a semester
at Fairfield University costs. I
could have paid his tuition with
the money I had in my pocket.
But I didn't.
In fact, I didn't give anyone
in Vietnamanything. And sometimes when I spend fifteen dollars on beer or buy a new CD, I
think about how easy parting
with that money would have
been while I was abroad. So
what if I would have been reinforcing negative behavior?
Other tourists were succumbing
to the beggars. The children wer
going to be beaten despite what
I did. They should be compensated for their suffering. And
yet, this attitude appears to me
to be as cold and clinical as
walking away from that baby.
My friend said I was behaving "coldly" during the Phish
shows in Colorado this summer, but I don't believe I was.
As I walked up Hill Street in
Boulder, I stared with contempt
at the clusters of kids loafing on
the sidewalks, asking people to
spare some change for food.
Most of these kids had Phish
tickets in their pockets and yet
they were begging for money.
My friend said, "We're all down
and out at one time or another."
I replied that most of them don't
know what 'down and out'
means. Maybe people in Boulder feel guilty for what they do

have, so they deny having anything, but I'm not so sure. Begging in Boulder is a trend. It's
cool to pretend to have no
money. I want to tell those
people to go to Vietnam. If
they saw how humiliating and
degrading begging is, then they
wouldn' t submit themselves to
it. But they don't have to leave
the country to witness poverty,
although it helped me to see
things with much more clarity
at home.
Last year I met Fred. He
stood on the exit ramp of Interstate 95 looking for money.
No, he was looking for work.
Fred spent five hours a day
holding a sign that read, "Will
work for food or money." I
gave Fred money whenever I
saw him, and I took him out for
lunch a few times. Fred didn't
steal from people. He would
never beg for money. He always asked to do work for anyone, whether it be mowing a
lawn or painting a house. It felt
good to give Fred money. Each
time I did, a little of my guilt
dissipated. It felt as if I was
being redeemed for my behavior in Vietnam.
And yet, I think I will act in
the same manner if I return to
Vietnam, although one can
never predict such things. I
don't believe I was wrong to
deny those children money. It's
not a case of "right and wrong."
It's a matter of things I can
only feel, not articulate.
I do not wish to convey the
impressio that all of my experiences in Vietnam were of this
nature. Unfortunately, the bad
memories sometimes suffocate
the good ones. I met some beautiful people while I was there,
and when I am alone, I call on
their images to replace the one
of that little baby. I see strong
women working on the floating markets to provide food
for their families. I see little
children shouting "Hello," undoubtedly the only word they
know in English. When I remember these experiences, I
realize that I did love Vietnam.
In fact I plan to return to Ho
Chi Minh City soon, to volunteer at the Phu My Orphenlinat,
an orphanage for disabled and
homeless
children.
Maybe
then I will
find those
parts of
myself
that I left
behind.
Maybe, I
won't
need them
anymore.
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Jennifer Imperia
Assistant Campus Life Editor
Casually lighting a cigarette,
Vincent Biondi leaned back in
his chair and breathed a contented
sigh of remembrance. The serene, personally designed landscape provided an appropraite setting for the colorful past of the 54
year old who continues to pursue
an acitive life.
As a student at Villanova during the 1960's, a decade marked
by political activism mmmmmm
and rock and roll,
Biondi affectionately
recalls what he refers
to as "the golden age."
His stay at Villanova,
however, was cut
short when Biondi
was suspended for allegedly initiating a ^^^^^^
food fight. His two
year suspension prohibited him
from attending another school,
and before he was able to return
to his studies, Biondi was drafted
in 1964 and sent to Vietnam. "I
attended quite a number of
schools, but I never took a degree," Biondi said.
Biondi's position in the army
was fortunate in that he worked
as a secretary to the perspective
Commanding General for the
United States army in Europe.
Essentially, his commander was
next in line for the Commanding
General, so Biondi flew back and
forth from Europe to Vietnam on
a regular basis.
His military
experience did not include fighting, but it was his secretarial status that enabled him to learn extensive skills in communication.
In addition, Biondi learned about
what he believes to be a fundamental contradiction.in military
standards, the root of the anti-war
campaign of the 1960's and
1970's. Eventually, this led to
his own active involvement in the
campaign.
While still in the army, Biondi
entered into his first marriage.
"My wife and I returned to the
U.S. and I applied to the Columbia School for Journalsim, but I
had a six month wait for accep-

tance so I got a job at London
Records as the assistant to the
creative director," Biondi said.
During the 1960's, the music
industry soared. Biondi worked
with a variety of artists including the Rolling Stones, the
Moody Blues and Tom Jones.
His home in New York City
placed him at the center of sixties culture. "The music industry allowed me to see everyone.
I met Janis Joplin, she always
hung around when the Stones

this into the eighties and I left to
go into the photo finishing business," Biondi said.
Having been divorced, Biondi
moved up to Weston, CT where
he eventually decided to stop
commuting into the city and start
a career of his own in Connecticut. "I was fortunate enough to
indulge my whim. I sold the
business in New York and started
a landscaping business," Biondi
said.
Having remarried in 1984,
^^^^^^ Biondi became a
step-father to three
daughters. Although his landscaping business is
a welcomed past
time, Biondi involves himself in
local projects. Currently, Biondi is the
chariman of the
Coalition of Neighborhood Civic
Organizations, an umbrella organization of the 17 civic organizations in town. Individually,
these organizations deal with
common problems of communities, such as zoning laws.
"We're not a bunch of busybodies. I've always been deeply
concerned about my neighborhood and my town," Biondi said.
In addition, Biondi is the secretary of the Fairfield Beach
Road Association, an organization dedicated to maintaining the
values of the residents and the
environment.
Last week, Biondi took his
four year old grandaughter, one
of the four, to Disney World.
"It's the perfect age to go, your
sense of fantasy is still real,"
Biondi said.
Several years ago during the
Steel Wheels tour of the Rolling
Stones, Biondi and a group of
friends went to opening day at
Kennnedy Stadium in Philadelphia. "Times have changed, we
ate hors d'oeuvres and drank
champaign as we watched the
concert from a sky box. We
were reliving our youth. But
what I'll never forget was when
my friend looked out at the audience and realized that everyone
was bald," Biondi said.

"We're not just a bunch of
busybodies...I've always been
deeply concerned about my
neighborhood and my town."
were in town," Biondi said.
Within four months as an assistant, Biondi was promoted to
creative director where he
worked for 12 years.
Even though he was no
longer in the military, as the war
continued overseas, Biondi was
involved in what he could do to
expose it. The MyLai Incident
was a famous case in which hundreds of innocent Vietnamese
were massacred by a U.S. troop
and that illustrated the extreme
animosity and absurdity of Vietnam. Due to the controversial
nature of the issue,
photographs of the incident were only
published in a small magazine.
Biondi and his friends believed
that it deserved better coverage.
The group managed to expose
the photographs throughout the
entire New York City subway
system. "One morning, New
York woke up and saw the massacre," Biondi said.
As the music business began
to change, Biondi and a group of
friends decided to create a photo
agency that represented photographers called The Image Bank.
Having been introduced to many
artists through his career at the
record company, the agency was
enormously successful. "I did
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The countdown has begun* ♦♦

coso
Council of Student
Organizations

Only five more days and counting for
seniors to turn in resumes
John Grifferty
Staff Writer
' ■'■ 'ti'A I •

"'in
Attention■'
seniors!
Resumes
Id te included^ in the Career
Planning Center s resume book
are due ,on Tuesday, Oct. 15.
That is die fast thing a first semester senior wants -to tackle
this early in'the fall, but the
deadline is rappidly approaching. While the C.P.C. does a
serviceable jbb in helping us
with the format of these lifealtering summaries, there is only
so much they can tell us regarding what companies actually
want to see on a resume. It is
crucial for anyone who has to
take on such a task to know
what should be included in a
resume and how to present it in
the best way possible.
Many students are under the
impression that the resume is
the means by which one gets a
'<sud to donud. B lon.ai PW
job. In Fact, it is an important
step, but only part of the process. The resume is an instrument that enables a potential
applicant to get a foot in the
■

door of a company. If the person looking at your resume does
not dismiss it instantly, you have
writen a successful one.
All the writing handbooks in
the world cannot tell you what
staffing professional are really
looking for in a resume. Even
with a flawless format, perfect
spacing and impeccable print
quality, one can write a resume
that lacks substance, and as a
result, will be instantly dismissed by staffers. Being wordy
is an egregious error. Brevity
can work to your advantage.
There is no professional staffer
in the world that wants to sift
through worthless information
in an effort to find what they are
looking for. A good guideline is
to limit a resume to one page,
and it should never exceed two.
A resume should be an outline
of one's achievements, never a
detailed history.
Once the resume is written, it
is beneficial to have a second set
of eyes look over the finished
product to check for minor but
tremendously damaging mis-

takes. Spelling and grammatical errors might lead a staffer to
think that the student is irresponsible. A resume with
thoughts that are communicated
coherently marks an effective
one. Even the longest list of
qualifications must he clearly
written for one's resume to be
considered. Thus, it must be
organized and should not be
intimidating to the eye. Staffers
want to look over a resume and
pick out the most pertinent information without wading
through a sea of meaningless
words.
When a student chooses
which information to include in
her resume, she should consider
what today's professional
staffer is looking for. It is certainly true that experience is
beneficial, but this does not
mean that without it there is no
hope for employment. While
few recent college graduates
have real experience applicable
to their future employment, a
solid grade point average along
with extracurricular activities

can go a long way. Companies
seeks people who have the ability to balance education with
outside interests. Experience has
retained importance especially
in the realm of cooperative educational experiences and internships. Internships can provide a
student with a solid background
in a field and also impress recruiters and staffers. Senior
Mario Forlini said, "I'm hoping
my marketing internship with
an investment banking firm will
ease the transition between college and the professional world."
An effective resume is a brief
synopsis of the highlights of a
persons life, in an effort to impress a company into taking notice. Businesses are looking for
people with leadership qualities
and communication skills. These
traits must be clearly articulated
in the resume, as they can be
more important than the
applicant's academic education.
A clearly communicated resume
will often lead to the next step;
an interview with a company.
Interviewing however, is subject matter for another article.
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DO YOU WANT TO EARN
A FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP A
AND
EXTRA CASH???
CALL
SHERMAN GREEN TRAVEL
a division of Travel Strategies
1-800-879-2846 FOR DETAILS

COSO would also
like to congratulate
all the clubs who
participated in the
Cultural Celebrations Week. You all
did an excellent
job!
Attention:
Any COSO clubs
that want to use this
space for club
announcements
please leave a message on the COSO
desk by Monday
morning for that
weeks paper.

an undergraduate study
abroad program in Classical,
Byzantine and
Modern Greek studies

■

ATTENTION STUDENTS

Circle K and the
American Red
Cross Blood Drive
Thursday, October
10,
12-5:30 p.m.
Sign up at the
information desk

BEAVER COLLEGE
STVDV IN CREECE
The Beaver College Study in Greece program is designed to provide North
American students with a comprehensive academic and cultural experience
including opportunities to undertake accredited upper division college courses in Classical, Byzantine and Modern Greek studies. Our program features:
♦
♦
+
♦
♦
♦

leadership and teaching by recognized scholars
intensive use of local resources for field study
required study of modern Greek
student apartments in a local neighborhood
field-study trips
program-arranged cultural and social activities

Our program emphasizes experiential learning and uses the country and its
people as an extension of the classroom. Students enjoy individualized attention and can enroll in a semester or a full-year program with courses on
offer in areas as various as Classical Languages and Literature, Modern
Greek Politics, the Byzantine Tradition and Mediterranean Ecology.
Speak to your study abroad advisor about Beaver College programs or call
for a free catalog today.

1.888.BEAVER-9 (1.888.232.8379)
cea@ beaver.edu
httpy/www.beaver.edu/cea/
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Editorial/Commentary

From the Editor's
Desk...
It has been a very political week here at Fairfield.
Elizabeth Dole came to campus this past Monday
afternoon and Aristide this past Monday evening.
It was my only hope though, that both events had
been better publicized to the student body. Due to
the tight security measures enforced in both lectures, the publicity for the events seemed to be
lacking. Aristide's lecture seemed to be more
publicized due to the fact that many Monday night
turbo classes excused students who wished to attend. I was extremely disappointed, however, with
the school's lack of publicity for Elizabeth Dole.
When prominent figures such as Elizabeth Dole
and Aristide come to campus, I think that it would
be to the University's best interest to draw more
students to the event.
It is events such as the ones thatoccured Monday
afternoon and evening that help to educate students and broaden horizons. Numerous students
from what I have heard, were disappointed that
the event was not hyped up and if it were would
have certainly attended.
In the future I hope that the University will take
the time to inform the students of such prominent
guest speakers like Dole and Aristide. We need
events such as this on campus; events that are
educationally and politically stimulating to awaken
student interest and as a student body help become
more politically active.
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Town Beach Resident
offers solution to
student/town relations
I would like to thank the editor of
the Mirror for this opportunity to
address the student body regarding problems that exist in the community that we share, namely the
Fairfield Beach neighborhood of
town.
First: a few facts.
It is illegal under our laws and
regulations for more than four
unrelated people to reside in a
private residence in the Beach
District Zone. The law is legal.
It's constitutionality has been
tested to the Connecticut Supreme
Court in many communities of
this State. It isn't and wasn't designed to discriminate against students, but rather to foster land use
of a reasonably controlled density in crowded areas. I, and most
of my neighbors demand that
Town authorities enforce this
regulation all year round, not just
against student renters from
Fairfield University. Families
related by blood or marriage are
exempt. This apparent discrimination is allowed, because the
courts have held that a legitimate
community interest is served and
towns have the right to set aside
areas for with privileges just for
them.
It is a serious offense to provide alcohol to anyone under the
age of twenty-one. Many people
question the propriety of this law.
They should take it up with the

legislature, it is their right. But
until it is changed; it is the law
and I, and most of my neighbors,
insist that it be enforced, especially when it is openly and massively violated. Under the constitutional procedures of reasonable cause and incidental discovery; authorities may enforce
the law even inside your residences. There is no such thing as
a "private" right to break the law.
Under a new law that went
into effect October 1st in Connecticut, authorities have the
right to suspend the driving privileges of even out of state drivers
who misuse their licenses, or alter them, or forge and falsify
them, for any purpose. I, and
most of my neighbors shall insist
that this law be enforced.
There is no such thing as a
time curfew for disturbing the
peace. Fairfield does have a
"noise" ordinance setting specific standards for disturbing
sounds on weekdays and weekends. But any citizen may make
a reasonable complaint anytime
of day or night. I and my neighbors will do this - if there is cause
and no other recourse.
There are also laws against
trespass, littering, committing
public nuisances (i.e. urinating
in public), and vandalism. And
a panoply of driving and parking
regulations.
Violations of the above laws
and regulations are at the crux of

the so called Beach Problem.
Over and over, I have heard from
Fairfield U. students the cry that
they are adults and should be
treated as such. Well these are
the adult rules. These are the
laws and regulations made by
adults to govern our relations.
Why? Because civility and order
have proven that they are necessary. For adults to ask to be
excused from obeying them is
truly childish. To demand a special exemption because you do
not like them or disagree with
them, or feel unreasonably burdened is absurd.
Why the police? Because the
burden of enforcing most of these
laws is their job, all other means
have failed, and the "problem"
has grown worse and therefore
the insistence that authorities use
the tools that citizens have providedithemwith to ensure public
order and maintain everyone's
rights equally has grown more
insistent.
If there is another way, I am
open to hear it and work for it.
Sincerely,
Vince Biondi

Career Planning offers
numerous opportunities

Publication Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of
its readers. Letters to the Editor, announcements and independent articles may be submitted to Box AA or to the Mirror
Office on the ground floor of Gonzaga Hall.
1) Letters must be relevant and timely. 2) Letters must
also be typewritten with a 20-65 margin, double spaced. 3)
Letters must be received by 3:00 PM Sunday for publication the
following Thursday. 4) Letters to the Editor must be signed.
Only with the expressed permission of the Mirror Editorial
Board will unsigned letters be published. 5) Letters which
contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on
a face to face basis so that room can be reserved for more
general topics. 6) Letters must be free of personal attacks,
inaccurate factual material, and libel, and should also be free of
grammatical and spelling errors. 7) All announcements and
other submissions must be typewritten and received by
6:00 PM on the Sunday prior to publication. Prior notification by phone or mail is advised. 8) Once received all
submissions become property of the Fairfield Mirror. Under no circumstances does the Mirror guarantee publication of unsolicited submissions, and reserves the right to
edit such. The Editorial Board shall determine which articles will appear. The Board's decision is final.

Letter to the Editor:
In last week's edition of the
Mirror, the article about the Career Planning Center (CPC) neglected to cover several new services and programs we think it is
important for students to know
about.
During October, CPC is working with alumni and student
volunteers to present 16 career
panels that should be of interest
to all majors, including English
and other humanities majors.
These include panels on journalism, teacher education, public
relations/advertising, the nonprofit sector and attending graduate school. We are also sponsoring a Graduate School Career
Fair on 11/7/96 and an Alumni
Networking Dinner on 12/4/96.
Furthermore, CPC now has 185

alumni in the mentor program
as well as our career counselors
and student peer advisors available (by appointment) to help
students identify and achieve
your immediate career goals.
It should also be mentioned
that a large number of students
are signing up to attend and participate in CPC programs. To
date, 220 students have submit^
ted resumes for the resume book,
68 students are seeking informational interviews in the mentor program and an average of
24 students have signed up for
each of the career panels. Approximately half of these students are Arts & Sciences majors.
Finally, we are always available to meet with individual students or groups of students to

discuss and create new services
and activities. If we do not offer
something that students would
like to have, we would welcome
the opportunity to work with
student and alumni volunteers
to create it. That is how the
mentor program and the senior
class resume book were created
last year.
Sincerely,
Michael Dalton
Director of Career Planning
P.S. Final drafts of resumes for
this year's Senior Class Resume
Book are due by 10/15/96
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Where have all the heroes gone?
Christopher Deis
Commentary Editor
Heroes tell us a great deal
about our culture and society.
Unfortunately, I've noticed as
of late, a lack of great, common, publicly identifiable and
agreeable upon lot of people
that America as a community
is able to mandate as a cut
above the rest, as having gone
above and beyond the call of
duty and as embodying those
prime values that are for lack
of a better word, heroic.
This line of thought began
when I sat down and asked
myself are there any individuals that I truly admire and emulate for their accomplishments
and may I dare say "character." Now I excluded the obvious heroes such as mom and
dad, Martin Luther King Jr.,
Malcolm X, etc. and refined
my question to the following:
Are there any living individuals that I consider to be heroes
(notice I did not say heroic
because at any one time any
one of us can demonstrate a
heroic quality)? Again, I rattled
off a list of names of those
people that I thought could
qualify. Clint Eastwood, Luke
Skywalker, Shaft, Colin
Powell, the Honorable Minister Farrakhan, Muhammed Ali,
etc. were all on the tip of my
tongue. Again, I was left with
the same conundrum that faced

me before. Either these people
were not "real" per se, as in the
case of Luke Skywalker and Yoda,
two "people" whose values and
actions I admire, or my hero
was an on screen persona as in the
case of Clint Eastwood's antiwestern, post-modern, high plains
drifter or Richard Roundtree's visionary character that to use a
phrase that lies outside of our current, politically correct vocabulary, a "man's man."
Now I was left with only two
candidates, Colin Powell and Minister Farrakhan. Colin Powell has
said little and done even less. His
popularity in both my mind and
the popular American political
culture lies in Powell's ambiguity. Powell, is a mysterious figure
that appears to be a salve for the
pain and confusion that exists in
our pained, millennial, post modern society. True, he may have
killed a few hundred thousand Iraqis, but does this qualify as heroic,
as representing values and beliefs
that I find worthy of praise? I
would again have to say no. Minister Farrakhan is disqualified for
similar reasons. True, he organized the single greatest march in
American history, and I must confess I find his diatribes against
"The Man" both amusing and
thought provoking. Although, he
strikes fear and causes terror in
the hearts of the white American

establishment, I would hardly
aspire to be a Farrakhan.
Muhammed Ali. A great man.
A social visionary and an uncompromising leader. He alone,
survived my cut. He is both my
personal hero and arguably a hero
in the cult of American popular
culture. Now, I had to ask myself
the following question, if Ali
had been the revolutionary that
he was in the 1960'sinthe 1990's
would he be remembered as
well? Probably, not. Ali was a
womanizer and I am sure that the
media would uncover some flaw
that our society would deem as
disqualifying him from the hall
of heroes.
We are a cynical society that
is driven by the need of media
and a devout, almost religious
fervor to destroy those that we
place on the mantle of public
worship. With twenty-four hours
of continuous news coverage,
ardent consumerism, mated with
a high speed, 10 second attention span typified by the internet
and 64 bit computer game processors, ours is a society of the
moment that seeks excitement
and is comfortable with its continual malaise and disappointment. America seeks to destroy
its heroes precisely because
while it desires someone to lead
it to the promised land, as a culture and because of our history

of now obvious and visible divisiveness there is no universally
agreeable upon hero. This is not
to say that in the past, Thomas
Jefferson was a hero to his slaves
or that Ali did not alienate a
great many people. The mantle
of hero often (mis)places its trophies in hindsight, but our culture is consumed with destroying past, present, and future heroes because it is discontent with
itself.
The other gross irony of our
search for heroes is that often,
the heroes of American popular
culture are members of groups
that are actively discriminated
against and when they have disqualified themselves and are no
longer considered heroes, certain segments of our society
demonstrate active disdain for
these once great people. Witness the saga of O.J. Simpson as
an example of this phenomena.
O.J., began his life as a black
white man, rose to fame as a
white black man, so accepted
that society allowed him to marry
a white woman and retain his
place as hero, was charged with
murder and kicked out of the
"colorless" club that famous
blacks often inhabit and at the
end of the saga we see O.J. as a
black black man with none of
his privilege and that many in
white America, the very people

that he loved and that admired
him for his "good behavior," now
desire to see him hung both literally and figuratively. O.J. reminds all would be heroes that
being a hero is indeed a fickle
and funny enterprise.
I guess trying to find a hero is
a demanding enterprise and the
search for a universal hero is a
long, arduous and in this cynical
society, probably a pointless endeavor. But what of the obvious?
In this Judeo-Christian country
of ours, Jesus Christ is considered by many to be a hero. I must
admit, he's on my top ten list. He
definitely kept it real and in more
than one way, he was a social
visionary that was "down with
the cause." But, the reality of the
divergence between race and hero
status still hold true. Jesus Christ
was a person of color, yet his
people are still discriminated
against in our modern JudeoChristian society (see, the King
James 11611 version of the bible,
Revelations 1:14,15; Daniel 7:9,
Ezekiall:27, Jere.l4:2, if you
have any questions). I'm left with
an ultimately meaningless observation that the ultimate truth
behind the search for heroes is
that there are nothing but ironies.
I guess I' 11 resolve the paradox of
heroes and hero worship by just
keeping my Yodas, Luke
Skywalkers, Bruce Lees, and
Muhammed Alis all to myself.

Catholicism at a Jesuit University?
To the Editor:
I write in response to the
letter by Ms. Dolan, Mr.
Neville, and Mr. Maroney in
the October 3 issue of the Mirror. Ms. Dolan et al. suggest
that there is an intolerance and
lack or respect for their religious beliefs in Fairfield University classes. I cannot make
a final judgement about the truth
of this perception since I teach
my classes and usually do not
sit in the classes of my colleagues who teach in various
disciplines throughout the curriculum. But knowing my colleagues on the faculty as I do, I
am very suspicious of the accuracy of this perception.
The authors go on to suggest
a remedy for their plight, asserting "the right of students to
be able to choose to take a course
on Catholicism" at Fairfield and
calling on the Religious Stud-

ies Department to offer a course
entitled "The Official Teachings
of the Catholic Church" whose
content would be devoted to the
"Catechism, papal encyclicals,
doctrines of the Church, the New
Testament and Old Testament."
Now there is not a course at
Fairfield devoted to the new Catechism of the Catholic Church, a
compendium of the teachings of
Catholicism which was published
two years ago. By my reckoning,
though, there are no less than 24
courses in the Religious Studies
offerings that are largely devoted
to either the papal encyclicals, or
the doctrines of the Church, or the
New Testament, or the Old Testament, and in many cases any one
of these courses addresses several
of these teachings and writings.
Moreover, there are any number
of other courses, like my course
"The Reformation Era," in which
the Catholic tradition is always
under discussion even if it is not

the focus of discussion. It is,
then, at the very least, a lack of
information that would lead the
authors to suggest that students at
Fairfield are being denied their
right to take a course on Catholicism.
The new Catechism could be
taught in an academic setting,
though only with the greatest difficulty because of its format and
purpose. In his Apostolic Constitution Fidei Depositum written
on the occasion of the publication
of the Catechism, John Paul II
describes the work as a "reference text for teaching catholic
doctrine and particularly for preparing local catechisms." The
Catechisms's presentation is that
of the reference work it is meant
to be. It comprises 2,865 numbered paragraphs or propostions
in nearly 700 pages of English
translation. Although I have read
it from beginning to end, it was
not composed to be read in that

fashion but to be consulted as a
guide for those who would like a
precise formulation of the teachings of scripture and tradition in
the belief of Catholic Christianity. Its language is simple and
accessible, readily so to the college-educated.
Professors and students in university courses on the Catholic
tradition would do better to devote their time, energy, and (in
particular cases) their personal
search for an understanding of
faith to the lives, beliefs, writings, events, values, and commitments that the Catechism
summarizes into a reference book
for the sake of convenience. This
academic study will involve the
hard work of understanding not
one book (however large) but
many books written in a variety
of demanding genres, more that
one could ever read in an entire
lifetime! And this study will
require attention to historical

context, call for the exercise of
critical judgement, and face the
challenge of making informed
and balanced interpretations
within this vast wealth of material called the Catholic tradition. How fortunate it is that
students have so many opportunities to begin this life-long task
and to develop the skills to accomplish it well in the many
courses on Catholicism offered
at Fairfield.
Sincerely,
John E. Thiel
Chair and Professor of
Religious Studies

Letters to the editor are due by Sunday night
to the Mirror office or Box AA.
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Tori continues to tour and titillate
Jen D'Francisco
Contributing Writer
On a spicy August
evening, under a white moon, at
Fingerlakes outdoor auditorium,
crickets squeal and intertwine
with anxious chatter of the
crowd. Boys with flowing blue
hair, mothers with their children,
and a girl clothed in lime green
tights and foil wings, squish in
their seats. Followers, who call
themselves Torites await the
"cosmic coming" - a 5'2 eccentric pianist with fireworks and
stories tucked inside her
Borsendorf piano, harpsichord,
and sultry voice.
Much has changed
since one woman and her piano
took center stage 8 years ago.
What once used to be quiet entertainment, has grown into a
large stage show. Red lights
swirl and flicker images behind
Amos. Musician Steven Katon,
distorts his guitar and accompanies the artist. Techno currents
interweave ballads and, the audience is anything but quiet. Between songs, fans spurt love and
scream conversation as Tori talks
back to them, responding sometimes with colorful stories and
other times with primal piano.
Switching from piano to
harspsichord,
screaming

Little Earthquakes rose above
the stale cigarette air and
touched me. Her voice, decorated with raw passion and
tinged with anger, spoke directly at me, to me, and into
me. the diary-like manner of
this album provoked real notions of what it means to be
human. Topics such as gender, passion, society, love,
and death, underbelly this
personal work. I was hooked.
Since Little Earthquakes, Amos has completed

pies race turtles. Under The
Pink means just that. It involves delving underneath
peachy-pink flesh and into the
depths or one's subconscious.
Although this fairytale work can
be lyrically difficult to step into,
Amos' s chilling voice and playful piano serve as a map into
this other world.
Amos's third album,
Boy's For Pele, the work she is
currently touring for. is another
u-tum from her previous albums. This work reminds me

more upbeat and layered than
Amos's other works due to
added accompanyment of
various instruments. Although Amos's albums differ greatly in technique and
theme, each center around
earthy notions, passion, and
the freedom to be a bit wacky.
Tori Amos, born
Myra Ellen Amos, did not
always have the chance to
freely express herself. Attending the Baltimore
Peabody Conservatory of

"Never
wanting to
follow
rules,
Amos
chose to be
herself and
follow her
own path."

"Her voice,
decorated
with raw
passion and
tinged with
anger, spoke
directly at
me, to me,
and into
me. t»
photo courtesy: Omnibus Press
acapella tunes, and screahing
lyrics like, 'starfucker just like
my daddy,' Amos reflects intimacy with the audience. Each
show, like Amos's albums, are
movingly introspective, and lot
of fun to experience.
The first time I heard
Tori Amos was in tenth grade.
Driving to school one morning,
a friend of mine popped in Little
Earthquakes, Amos's first solo
album since the flop of her glamrock band in the mid eighties.

ing at various bars escorted by
friends and family. By age
twenty, she had built enough
confidence to leave home and
search for her unique style of
music. What has evolved from
this seperation of "training"
and courage is an artist's pride
of expression and a musical
phenomenon.

two other albums along with
EP's and covers of various
artists such as The Cure, Billy
Holiday, Led Zepplin, Nirvana, and Joni Mitchel.
Under the Pink, Amos's second album is a dramatic
switch from the straight forward story-telling style of
Little Earthquakes. It is an
abstract work deserving special attention and the desire to
step into a mystical world; a
planet where soft balnkets
fight forgetful gods and lemon

of being at a serenade. Boy's
For Pele is a long album, consisting of eighteen songs, and
which is filled with mystery similar to Under the Pink. It involves
many characters: zebras, fairies,
boys and girls, horses and devilish anges who speak through
Amos' s lyrics, intricate piano and
baroque harpsichord. Here,
Amos alsmost "steps aside" and
lets the creatures within her "do
the work." This very dreamlike, flamboyant album, is a bit

Classical Music at the age of
five along with a staunch religious upbringing, restricted
Amos. Never wanting to follow rules, Amos chose to be
herself and follow her own
path. To this day, Amos cannot read sheet music.
Incidently, Amos was kicked
out of the conservatory at the
age often for playing Beatles
tunes and some originals.
Needing to fulfill her desire
to perform, Amos began play-

Sitting here, on this
beautiful summer night, wondering what songs Amos is
going to play from her three
different albums, I glance up
at the moon. Before I know it,
Tori prances on stage.
Adorned with flaming red hair
and glittered high heels, Amos
resembles a real witch brewing musical craft. Saliva drips
from her mouth like a
wounded wolf as she sings.
Emotions boil and fans squel
as Tori performs a seductive,
ancient Indian dance. Amos
creates a hypnotic balance
between the audience with her
honest tongue and child-like
aura. She entrances us with
her heartfelt lyrics, and silly
stories woven between the
hard-hitting songs. She does
this, while you sit in a seat and
remain perfectly still.
Tori Amos's shows
like her albums, are full of
wonder and intrigue. Both
engrain a multitude of shades,
tonality and moods. Each
open avenues for pleasurable
escapades into different layers of consciousness. Her
cryptic music and startling
piano ability performed live,
enhance her mesmorizing personality. With an attentive
ear, she can someone's entire
attitude and perception of life.
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The Grind is off
and running

Steffano's falls in
rating
Phil Bloete
Staff Writer
Steffano's
525 Tunxis Hill Cutoff
Fairfield, CT

Chew On This...

waitress made this experience even more
irritating as did the selection of desserts.
We settled for coffee as we pondered the
decor of plastic foliage and neon lights.
As I was leaving, I noticed a
patron going next store to get his food
from Hot and Speedy Pizza. Maybe I
should have done the same thing.
BEVERAGES: One

I thought a compadre of mine
would need some nourishment after soaring to a sensational third in this weekend's
keg races so we headed to Steffano's
Restaurant and Pizzeria on 525 Tunxis
Hill Cutoff in Fairfield. The quiet setting was exactly what we were looking
for and we quickly found a table towards
the back of the restaurant. Our waitress
quickly arrived and for starters, we went
with the fried calamari ($4.50) which
was most palatbale.
Our bliss was only to end.
The Broiled Rib Steak Calypso
($12.95) was teeming with fat and the
Spinach and Cheese Ravioli, ($8.50)
while good, was a little on the scanty
side. The sing-song disposition of our

Chew on this ...reviews restaurants on the quality of food, service and
ambiance. The rating: one beverage is
fair, two is good, three is very good, four
is excellent.

WVOF's Top Ten
Joe Fattorini and Tim Welsh
WVOF
For all those new to
ska, or unfamiliar with its
catchy hybrid of, Jamaican
music, jazz, and rock, here is a
list of the top ten ska compilations that give you a taste of
this upbeat style.
10. SKAnarchy This CT group features great
local bands like Spring Heeled
Jack and J.C. Superska, as well
as larger acts like Mephiskapheles and
the Voodoo Glowskulls. (Elevator)
9. California SKA-Quake 1991. comp. features No Doubt, Dance
Hall Crashers, and Sublime before they
became MTV sweethearts. (Moon)
8. 20 Reggae Classics Vol. 1 features the classic songs that started it
all! (Trojan)
7. United Color of SKA - features SKA from all over the world! (Porkpie)
6. Latin SKA - features King
Chango, L.aurel Aitken, and lots of great
SKA flavored with slasa and merengue.
(Moon)
5. American SKAthic - the Midwest SKA scene is alive and kicking with
this series of comps. featuring MU330,
the PAcers, and SKApone.
4. SKArmageddon - A must
have! Doubel CD features a virtual dictionary of the up-and-coming SKA bands
of today. (Moon)
3. Mash It Up - Catch the Boston beat with these hip Beantown comps.
Features the Bosstones, HiHats, and
Allstonians. (DVS)
2. SKA: The Third Wave - Ma-

The Fairfield Mirror

jor label release features the biggest
SKA bands if the 90's; the Toasters,
the Scofflaws and
Mephiskapheles.
(Continuum)
1. The 2-Tone Collection - Get Mad
with this 2 disc
comp. featuring the
best of the British
Invasion, The Specials,
Selecter.
(Chrysalis)
This list was compiled by the Hot Dog Boy, Horndog,
and MG Flippy; hosts of "the Sausage
Party". If you want to hear these and
other great SKA discs, tune in to "the
Sausage Party" every Tuesday Night
from 8 p.m. - Midnight on 88.5 WVOF.
The only place for SKA!

Nell Bateman
Arts and Entertainment Editor
The noisy and chaotic Stag,
abound with baguettes, Whoppers, and
students in between classes, has always
been the token spot to grab a bite to eat
since Sodexo always proves to be less
appetizing. But Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday nights, the sandwhich haven
undergoes a major metamorphosis and

becomes The Grind Coffehouse.
Quite the antithesis of the Stag,
The Grind is a relaxing place for those
who enjoy good Java and conversation.
It was established last year after much
discussion concerning .alcohol use on
campus. What came to fruition was to
provide alternative programming for the
students: a coffee hangout.
Every Friday night, The Grind
presents "Student Spotlights," where stu-

dents perform their particular talent on
stage. Not many are aware that the Stag
becomes the Grind, and moreover that
they can entertain in front of a crowd on
Friday nights. This form of entertainment
is up to the students, be it singing, playing
guitar or other instruments, or reading
original poetry or short stories. If you're
a mean juggler, bring along your bowling

ball, torch, and dagger and take the stage.
I know a lot of^ebple'wIr^'rJelieWTftfe^
are hilarious- stand up comedy Is7 ftiefi-f
nitely a talent conducive to The Grind
atmosphere. Creativity is a must, and
there is a small monetary compensation
for those who share their talent.
If you are interested in performing at the Grind Coffeehouse on a Friday
night, contact Patti Quintero at xSoi'S'of1
Box CC.

For all those funk puddin' eatersSUPROX is jamming at the Globe
Theatre
in Norwalk on Tuesday, October
15 at 8:30 p.m.

MicroWAREHOUSE, INC
Information Session
MiaoWAREHOUSE is a leading world-wide catalog
marketer of brand name Macintosh and IBM compatible
personal computers, software, accessories and peripherals.

/ Refreshments will be served.■
DATE:

TIME:
PLACE:

ATTIRE:

V

Wednesday, October 16, 1996
5:0

° Pm -6:30 Pm

Dolan Commons, Lower Level, Room #4

Casual

Please call Lori Walsh @ 203.899.4449 to sign up
Internet Home Page: hllp//www.warehouse.com

■if

MANX'S
art supplies

, 68 Post Road East • Westport, CT 06880

226-0716.
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Drove My Chevy to the Levy... and
Didn't Recognize It
Kelly Fitzgerald
Contributing Writer

Great, you're thinking. Must
have been quite a survey, but everyone

Since the start
of school, students have noticed many
new changes: a
new snack bar
in Bannow,
new computers in the mezz
and anew camipus pub.
A
new campus
pub? Didn't
The Levee
open last year?
Sure,
The Levee
opened
its
doors for business in 1995, but it was just a baby then.
Everything was new from the employees to the menu to weekend programming. The results of the Levee's first
year were good, but there's always room
for improvement.
At the end of last semester,
Levee staff distributed a detailed survey covering everything from food preferences to pub service. A large number
of surveys were returned, all of which
provided beneficial suggestions on how

^swey^tetep-,,,,

.,.

Area
Theaters
Bridgeport
Showcase
339-7171

been added to the menu
*Fairfield memorabilia has been added
to the decor
* A
new sound system
has been installed

Fairfield Cinemas
339-7151

*FUSA Friday night
comedy

F a i r f i e Id
Community
255-6555

*FUSA Saturday
night concerts

knows how long it takes to make big
changes. Who knows when these improvements will be made?
They already have been made!
Believe it or not, The Levee is better than
ever this year. With new executive board
director Chris Grindle, '98, The Levee has
turned a new leaf. Here are just a few of the
changes that have been implemented:
*The food menu has
been expanded
*More beer brands have

*Programming every
night of the week
The Levee is
the new place to go!
Try it for Happy
Hour, to watch Monday Night Football,
or just to hang out.
The Levee is also a
great place to go before and after home
football games!
Being right on campus makes it
convenient for campus residents to go to
The Levee anytime. Another big change
is the large number of beach students
who have also visited the Levee. It's the
cheapest bar around and boasts the best
food on campus. With the improvements
made in The Levee this year, why not
stop by? You just might find that you
have a new favorite place.

Milford Showcase
878-5600
Trumbull Marquis
365-6500
Westport Fine Arts
227-3324
J

\

ATTENTION:

imMaiJmim^Bmm
Lenny, Alan & Dave invite all

°>*

**&"■

mJ^

GRAND OPENING PARTY THIS MONDAY OCT. I5TH
(and every Monday thereafter)

Every Monday Nigkt is COLLEG

j

Eaolies JNigJttt

OPEN BAR and NO COVE

until liDpni

THE PARL • 31 SOUTH MAIN • NORWALK CT
EXIT 15 OFF 1-95 • (203) 831-0930
•A 25* CHARGE FOR EACH DRINK AS REQUIRED BY LAW • NO COVER WITH FAIRFIELD ID
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Men's Soccer team
and Iona Play to a
Stalemate
Jeff Woelpper
Staff Writer
Last Wednesday, the
visiting Fairfield Men's soccer
team and the Iona Gaels played
120 minutes of scoreless. This
was the second time this season

enough for second place in the
MAAC behind Loyola.
Despite coming away
with a tie, Rees was pleased that
the game did not turn into a crucial MAAC defeat.
"With us playing poorly
and under difficult conditions, it
was a good outcome."

"With us playing poorly and
under difficult conditions, it
was a good outcome."
that the Stags played to scoreless tie.
"This was one of the
most disappointing performances of the year," noted first
year head coach. Carl Rees.
"We didn't apply ourselves and
we were out played in the first
half."
The wet astro-turf at
Iona provided a tough surface
which hindered the play of the
Stags (2-5-2). Fairfield mustered 12 shots on goal, while
their sturdy defense was led by
Tom Bowles. Freshman goalie
Chris Sheckley recorded eight
saves for his third shutout of
the season. With the tie, the
Stags currently have a 1-0-1
record in conference play, good

The Stags took on the
role of underdog on Tuesday when
they traveled to play 11th ranked
UConn. UConn was 9-1-1 and
coming off a big victory this past
1
weekend over #3 St. John's.
On Saturday, the Stags
take another road trip, this time to
Manhattan, to take on the Jaspers.
""They're not as good
as a UConn, but its in conference,
so they'll be intense. They're
also very difficult to play at
home," added Rees. "It's a game
that we must win."
The Stags have one more
road game on Sunday against St.
Peter's before returning home to
play first place Loyola on October 19th.

Home Games:
Volleyball vs. Holy Cross
Friday, 7 p.m.
Field Hockey vs. West
Chester
Saturday, 1 p.m.
Men's Tennis vs. La
Salle
Sunday, TBA
Volleyball vs. Iona
Tuesday, 7:30
p.m.
Women's Soccer vs. St.
Peter's
Wednesday, 7 p.m.

Sports
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Men s Tennis Team Gears Up
for MAAC Championships
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
This past weekend, the
Fairfield University men's tennis
team travelled to
Poughkeepsie , New York for
the Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference tournament.
The Stags struggled in
singles competition, but the team
of Brian Stipe and Mike
Twardowski advanced to the
semifinals before bowing out in
a tough match against Buffalo.
On Monday, the Stags
lost to the University of Massachusetts 6-1. Stipe was the lone
winner for the Stags, posting a
three-set victory at number four
singles. After dropping a close
first set 6-7, Stipe bounced back
to take the next two sets 6-4, 76.
This weekend, the
Stags will be gunning for their
third straight Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference championship,
and the team is brimming with
confidence after putting together
a solid Fall season.
"We've won two
straight MAAC champion-

Dave Briones
ships," junior co-captain Dave
Briones said. "And with a solid
nucleus returning, we should be
the favorite again this year."
The Stags have been
particularly impressive in conference matches this season, as
they posted convincing victories

photo: sports info
against Iona and Sienna last
month.
"We feel we have been
the dominant team in the MAAC
this year," senior co-captain Jeff
Keller said. "We're really confident about coming away with
a third straight title.

Stags Run Well in Fairfield
Invitational Tournament
Matt Pitucco
Circulation Manager
This past weekend,
the men's and women's crosscountry teams turned in impressive performances at the
tenth annual Fairfield University Invitational. Head coach
Phil Schuchert said he was "ecstatic" with the way the
women's team ran on Saturday. Last year, the team finished last in a field of six. This
year, they fashioned a seventh
place finish in a nine team field.
Freshman Karen McGuire ran
her best race ever in 20:25,
finishing first on the team and
27th overall. Danielle Reinert,
another freshman, put in a
strong race in finishing 29th.
Also scoring for the women
were sophomore Rachel Borek,
running a personal best 21:11
and senior Anne Marie
Levesque in a season best
21:19. Brooke Mikesell finished fiftieth on the team, crushing her personal record with a
clocking of 21:22. According
to Schuchert, Mikesell has
made "incredible strides" and
by continuing to work hard,
will only improve. Schchert
says that the ladies have already improved so much over
the last year. They are a young
team, and if they dedicate themselves to working hard together,

they will improve.
The
men's team finished third in a
nine team field
after finishing
third of 7 last fall.
Schuchert has
been pleased
with the men's
training and conditioning and describe d
Saturday's race
as "solid." He
had hoped the
men would finish ahead of second place Central Connecticut,
but was still
pleased with the
overall result.
Senior
Ian
MacNeil placed second overall behind the top runner from
first place Marist. Sophomore
Dan Whitney finished second
for the Stags and fourth overall, while senior Dan McHale
turned in his best time ever,
running the five-mile course
in 28:38. Also scoring for the
Stags: impressive freshman
Andrew Harrington with a personal best 28:51, sophomore
Dave Dzurek, senior Eric
Roland, and injury-plagued
senior Mike Laprey.

"In cross-country,
you have to have everybody
run their best race in the same
day. You only hope that will
happen in a championship
meet," coach Schuchert said.
The Stags will run in
the MAAC Championships on
Saturday, October 19 at Van
Cortland Park in the Bronx.
This Saturday, they will take to
the trails at the Marist Invitational in Poughkeepsie, New
York.
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Golf Team Continues Athletes of the Week
Impressive Season
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
This past week, the Fairfield
University golf team continued to establish itself as one of the up and coming
golf programs in the Northeast. On Thursday, the Stags finished fifth overall at the
Eastern College Athletic Conference
qualifier at Exeter Country Club in Rhode
Island.
"We did well, but it's still a
little disappointing," head coach Dan
McCabe said. "If we had done just eight
strokes better, we would have qualified
for the ECAC championships in Delaware next week."
Senior Phil Boehme led the
Stags with a score of 80 in the 18-hole
event, and qualified individually for the
ECAC championships.
"Phil has been our most consistent player all year," McCabe said. "This
is a big accomplishment for him."
This weekend, the Stags travelled to Amherst, Massachusetts for the
Toski Invitational and finished tenth overall out of 23 teams. Freshman Craig
Anzlovar was the low man for Fairfield,
firing a two-day total of 150 for the
event.
"Craig really gave us a lot of
help this weekend," McCabe said. "He
has been steadily improving every week."
Boehme shot 153 for the weekillflrile juHtar Dave-Marcjnowski and
rToffl &rey^tn^^edKfry well,
finishing at 159 and 161 respectively.
Fairfield will round out it's fall

Tom Furey

The volleyball team added to
an already impressive season this past
weekend, as they travelled to the University of Vermont, and Dartmouth College, and returned with three big wins,
boosting their season record to 13-7,

season with the Northeast Intercollegiate
golfchampionshipsinNewSeabury, Massachusetts on October 21 and 22, as they .
go up against about 45 of the top schools
in the region. Coach McCabe is very
confident about his team's chances going
into the prestigious event.
"We have been play ing very well
this year," McCabe said. "We have finished in the top ten in every event, and
with three players averaging below 80
strokes per round, we should have a good
chance to finish well in New Seabury."

were victorious over Dartmouth in their
first match pulling out a tight 3-2 win, but
then dropped another close on to Harvard
2-3. The team was very encouraged by
their performance however.
"I'm very happy with our level
of play this past weekend," said Kress.
"I'm really happy pushing the Ivies the
way we did. They all had excellent records

This next week is going to be tough,
but some extra fan support could
really give us the edge."
U'

and 3-0 in the MAAC.
On their first day of competition,
the Stags had two matches, taking on U VM
and then Brown. In their first match,
Fairfield coasted to an easy victory, sweeping the Catamounts 15-12, 15-7, and 1510. Next, they took on Brown, who kept
the games close, but in the end Fairfield
emerged with a 3-2 victory.
"Our middles played very well,
they really stepped it up," said head coach
Todd Kress. "Melanie Bussanich has really started to put the ball away on the left
side as well."
On Saturday the team was not as
successful, but still played, solid. They

Tom
Lopusznick

Allan, a freshman
from Auckland,
New Zealand, netted two goals and
two assists to lift
the Stags over
Fordham 4-1. On
the season, she has
six goals and two
assists.

Lopusznick, a freshman from Leonardo,
NJ, caught seven
passes for 115 yards
against St. Pete's on
Saturday. Last's
week's MAAC rookie
of the week, has averaged just over seven
catches a game for
120 yards.
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Volleyball continues to
" competition
Brian Manning
Assistant Sports Editor

Abigail
Allan

last year, which shows how much we
really have improved."
This upcoming week is by far
the most important for the team this
year. They have an unheard of seven
home games in a row, many of which
are against rival MAAC teams. Fairfield
is presently in first place, but with only
4 teams qualifying for the championships, there should be some real exciting games.
"We have an exciting team, a
fun team, and a fun team to watch," says
Kress. "This next week is going to be
tough, but some extra fan support could
really give us the edge."
• • .-

Field Hockey defeats
Siena, loses to Lafayette
Brant Berndlmaier
Staff Writer
Last Thursday, the Fairfield
University women's field hockey team
defeated Siena 2-1 in a Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference game. The Stags
were led by captains Jenna Cardone and
Jackie Metz, along with freshman Dana
Turnbull, who netted two clutch goals.
Sophomore Anne Watt also played
well in the victory.

On Sunday, the Stags put in a
valiant effort, but found themselves a bit
overmatched against a strong Lafayette
contingency. Freshman goalie Kandiss
Kulp did her part to keep Fairfield in the
game by stopping 13 shots, but in the end,
the Stags came up short, losing 4-1.
Fairfield has only two games left
in Patriot League competition. The Stags
will face first place Lehigh next Saturday
before finishing up the regular season at
Bucknell.

Intramural Update
Results from 9/29 to 10/1
Football:
Bearded Clams
Ugly Girl
Menstural Gravy
Easy Hook-up
Ex-Men
Bandits
Campion
Fighting 54th
Kellers
Bulls on Parade
Quik N' E-Z
Somefin'
Mutorks
Team Guiness

Beer 12
Favored by 20 6
Shamrocks 0
Little Girls 8
Goodfellas 12
Ben 6
Shaft 21
Full Force 14
Absolut Gonzaga 6
Rage 7
Young Guns 19
Jets 12
Tomahawks 12
Beast 15

19
21
19
24
13
20
31
19
41
19
28
14
14
19

Soccer:
Braindead
Imperial Fez
Squad
Dynamite

5
5
2
2

Shetfield 1
Doctors of Dribble 3
Regis 1
En Fuegos 1
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Football Team Drops a Close
For
one to St. Peter's
what it's
worth

Rick Thomson
Sports Editor

The Fairfield University football team certainly had
much to smile about despite
Saturday's 17-13 loss of St.
Peter's. The Stags were in the
game from the start to finish, in
what was by far their best performance of the season.
"We took a big step forward," head coach Kevin Kiesel
said. "We played hard for 60
minutes, outhit, and outhustled
them."
The only thing Kiesel
was disappointed about was the
turnover ratio. The Stags had
three costly interceptions, while
St. Peter's had just one.
"Unfortunately, we
couldn't win the turnover battle,"
Kiesel said. "Our own mistakes
cost us the victory."
A key change in the
game came late in the third quarter. Fairfield had driven deep
into St. Peter's territory when
quarterback Jim Lopusznick had
his pass intercepted on the St.
Peter's goal line. It appeared as
if the Saints were heading for a
sure touchdown on the interception return until Fairfield wideout
Joe Milligan hustled all the way
down the field and made a touchdown-saving tackle ten yards

from the end zone. A few plays
later, Lomax Edwards intercepted a St. Peter's pass in the
end zone and the Stags were
back in business.
However, the Stags
couldn't move the ball, and St.
Peter's came back with a field
goal early in the fourth quarter
that left the Stags two scores
away from tying the game.
Fairfield came back with a six
yard touchdown run from Jim
Lopusznick to cut the deficit to
fourpoints,buttheStagscouldn't
get any closer. After the game,
Kiesel offered nothing but praise
for his young team.
. "I am more proud of
this team than any team I have
ever coached before," Kiesel
said. "They have a tremendous
will to win, and their maturity
and growth over the past few
games is a great sign."

The Stags running attack finally came alive in this
game, as tailback Dwayne
Fowlkes carried the ball 23
times for 100 yards. In the first
three games combined, the
Stags managed only 102 yards
on the ground.
Tom Lopusznick, last
week's MA AC rookie of the
week, put in another strong performance from his wide receiver position, hauling in
seven more passes for 115
yards.
"Tom had proven he
is a performer," Kiesel said.
"He is talented and consistent,
and quietly gets the job done
every week."
The Fairfield defense
also put in a great effort. The
Stags surrendered a season-low
17 points to St. Peter's and also
held the Peacocks to just 91
yards passing.
This week, the Stags
will travel to New York to take
on Marist. Kiesel is very confident about his team's chances
for getting that elusive first victory based on the progress made
in the past few games.
"We've learned what
it takes to win," Kiesel said.
"As long as we can eliminate
turnovers and stay positive, we
should do very well."

Women's Soccer scores two
big wins
Brian Manning
Assistant Sports Editor
The women's soccer
team can breathe a little easier
after grabbing two big wins over
Fordham and St. Joseph's last
week. The two victories bring
the team's record to 5-4, and
place them over the .500 mark
for the first time this season.
Not only do these wins improve
the team's record, they help
boost the team's morale as they
head into a difficult weekend of
play at the Harvard Invitational.
In the first game,
against Fordham, the Stags took
control from the start and never
looked back, as they cruised to
a 4-1 win. The star of the game
was freshmen stand-out Abigail
Allan, as she recorded 2 goals
and 2 assists on the day. She
currently leads the team in scoring with 14 pts. Also netting
goals for Fairfield was, Colleen
O'Connor, and Erin Caven on a
beautiful day as she beat a defender and slid the ball under
Fordham's
goaltender.
Fordham was able to sneak just
one past Fairfield goalkeeper
Christen Veach who continued
to perform like a brick wall in
the net for the Stags maintaining a 1.33 GAA for the season.
The team's next game

Dawn Bowers
was an exciting 1-0 shutout at
home against St. Joseph's.
Fairfield put an excellent positional game together, and ended
up playing one of their best
games all year. The only goal of
the game came when Ann
Rosdick made a nifty pass to a
streaking Marybeth Creagh,
who blasted a shot into the top
corner from the sideline. Veach
played well, and notched up her
second shutout of the season.
"It was a very physical
game, with both teams playing
excellent defense," said junior
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Kelli Hurley. "The win was
really encouraging because we
played well as a team. We
gained some confidence, and
are really pumped up going into
this weekend."
The team travels to
the Harvard Invitational tomorrow. First, they will take on the
University of Vermont, and on
Saturday they face Harvard.
Both teams are national powerhouses, and victories in either game will play a big part in
the Stags' post season hopes.

Midnight Madness II:
Pandemonium at
Alumni Hall
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
On October 14, at about 10:30 p.m., there will be "Pandemonium at Alumni Hall." This is the theme for one of the newest
traditions at Fairfield University, Midnight Madness. This event
signifies the beginning of the college basketball season for the men's
and women's basketball teams at Fairfield University, and if it is
anything like last year, you better make sure you get back good and
early from visiting family and friends at home over the Columbus Day
weekend.
Midnight Madness at Fairfield University began with a
vision by two students way back in the Spring of 1995. Matt Pitucco
and Eric Roland, two of the most dedicated Stag fans ever to enroll at
Fairfield, wondered why our school could not enjoy the same atmosphere of tremendous school spirit that hundreds of other schools
across the country experienced each year with the beginning of the
basketball season. So, they put their heads together and brought us
Midnight Madness last October. It was a huge success, as Alumni Hall
was jammed with over 1,000 students who were treated to events such
as the unveiling of the new Stag logo, a 3 on 3 basketball tournament,
a 3-point shooting contest, an entertaining game between the mascots
of various MAAC schools, performances by the dance team and
cheerleaders, and of course, the chance to meet the players and
coaches of both the men's and women's basketball teams.
This year's Midnight Madness crew, headed by Dan McCabe
and Eugene Doris on the administrative side and Mike Condelli, Mary
Alice Greco, Pitucco and Roland on the student end, is looking to get
even more students involved in this Fairfield University tradition.
This group has spent countless hours putting this program together and
trying to make it even better than last year.
This year's version of Midnight Madness will feature some
new additions, such as a highlight video from the highly successful
1995-96 season which saw both the men's and women's teams put
together fine seasons. The women's team advanced to the finals in the
MAAC tournament, while the men's team won the regular season title
in the MAAC and qualified for the National Invitational Tournament.
The MAAC regular season championship banner and the NIT banner
will both be lifted to the rafters on Monday Night and should spark up
memories of the "Stagmania" that overwhelmed this campus just a
year ago.
If all goes well, Midnight Madness should rekindle the flame
of last year's remarkable season for the men's team. And with a solid
nucleus returning for the Stags this year, there is no reason why
Stagmania shouldn't rise to prominence at Fairfield once again. The
Stags will be led by a pair of senior returnees, Greg Francis and
Shannon Bowman. Francis's slick shooting and play making ability
were the driving force behind last year's 20 win season, while the
consistent Bowman proved to be tough in the paint and on the glass,
establishing himself as perhaps the premier power forward in the
conference. Junior sharpshooter Shane Miller, who ranked among the
top five in the nation in three-point shooting percentage last year,
along with Didier Boucard and Kyle Commodore, two sensational
sophomores, should provide plenty of firepower for Fairfield on
offense.
But just as the foundation for a good basketball season begins
with the first practice, the first test for Fairfield University basketball
fans will be this Monday. It's a proven fact that a big crowd and a lot
of noise gets the home team pumped up while taking the wind out of
the sails of the visiting team, and last year's fan support was proof that
Stagmania can be more contagious than the runny nose and cough that
seems to bombard this campus once the weather starts to get chilly.
The way I see it, the theme of this season is all about
establishing traditions. The Midnight Madness staff has done their
part to make the exciting yearly event a tradition at Fairfield. The
men's and women's basketball teams will certainly be doing their part
to establish winning as another tradition at Fairfield. Now, it's up to
the students to do their part by coming out to basketball games to
support the teams in an effort to make "Pandemonium at Alumni Hall"
another tradition at Fairfield. It all begins on Monday, October 14, at
10:30 p.m.

